INTRODUCTION
I am writing this book to share with you a process that will help you to remember the terms
of your contract of life with the Creator. It is a process that will illumine your thoughts to
see beyond human illusions. These illusions, which appear in your life as fear, lack,
limitation, struggle, and self-doubts, if not properly challenged and defeated, will keep
you tied to human limitations. Once this happens, you will spend your time fighting with
illusions rather than creating an empowered lifestyle.
The first step you take to fulfill your contract of life with the Creator is one toward selfdiscovery, a journey that occurs within your consciousness. This consciousness is
equipped to produce powerful thoughts—victim or empowered. It is, however, victim
thoughts that cause you problems, because they create human illusions.
The life you are losing or claiming today is your own. With an empowered perspective,
you are honoring your contract of life with the Creator. When you honor this contract,
you do so by expressing your human purpose. On the other hand, with a victim perspective,
you fail to fulfill the terms of your contract with the Creator and thus forfeit your birthright
to live without human illusions. By doing so, you allow yourself to become victimized
by these illusions.
Victim beliefs and intuitive beliefs are not interchangeable. Victim beliefs are
ones acquired from humans. They are always unclear, limited, and laden with struggle.
Moreover, they prevent you from understanding your purpose by separating you from
the Creator of all possibilities. Intuitive beliefs, on the other hand, are acquired from
the Creator and are untainted by human illusions. You experience them with clarity and
purpose because these are the ideas the Creator uses to create universal laws. They
contain the absolute truth about you, your purpose, and this world.
This is a journey where you discover the reasons many people find it difficult to trust
invisible ideas. Many of the ideas presented here challenge you to examine all your
beliefs, not just the ones you find unpleasant. Yet, to go to the next level of awareness,
you must condition your thoughts to go beyond the knowledge of the world and
discover the wisdom that created it.
While on this journey, you will see the spiritual footprints made by Jesus Christ,
Mohammed, Buddha, and other enlightened individuals. For you to walk on the same path,
you must think of yourself as a creator rather than accepting yourself simply as a
human creation. This type of visioning will enlighten your thoughts to understand why you
are both created and a creator. The Creator created you as a part of itself, and endowed
you with the power to create other things.
Today, after nearly a decade on the empowerment road, I realize that reaching such a high

level of awareness involves a tremendous amount of faith, prayer, and trust in
overcoming human illusions. For you to gain this freedom, you must condition your
thoughts to function independently of human guides. Over time, this
conditioning will free you of the human illusions worshipped by your parents and
society. When you reach this point in your development, you are able to relinquish your
dependency on parents and society. At this level of awareness, you know there is no need
for parents, because your thoughts are parents, creators of children, themselves.
To an uninitiated intuitive practitioner, the thought of not having parents seems
somewhat unbelievable. The uninitiated intuitive consciousness has conditioned itself to
submit to ideas found in books, tapes, movies, and televisions. This is the
consciousness that believes education, religion, wealth, and status reflect human
purpose. Unfortunately, these things only confirm human limitations.
After chasing these illusions for several years, you quickly discover them to be a cesspool of
ignorance, a darkness, which plunges your thoughts into the abyss of human limitations.
Regardless of how hard you try, you cannot overcome human illusions with ideas produced
from these same illusions. It is only when you are willing to free yourself of the illusions
and trust the intuitive process that you will discover the intuitive map, which leads to the
Creator of all possibilities.
When you begin your journey in search of the intuitive map, don't expect to find it right
away. Some people expect to achieve God-like consciousness simply by proclaiming
themselves as sinners, and verbally submitting themselves to God-Allah-Krishna. Those
who think like this believe they are on earth, and God-Allah-Krishna is in Heaven. They
really don't have a clue about what it's like to achieve God-like consciousness. All they see
is human suffering and despair in the world. So, naturally, they believe freedom and
empowerment exist only in Heaven. After a while, though, those who don't find the
intuitive map become disillusioned with the journey, and accept human limitations.
Human illusions appear the moment you accept human limitations. Once you perceive
the world as greater than you are, you focus your thoughts on survival, not on
achieving empowerment and conquering the world. Human survival is an illusion,
which draws its power from human guides. The guides teach you that they have the
intuitive map, which causes you to depend on them for your freedom. No, you have the
intuitive map within your consciousness. Look for it; it's there.
Although many people deny their natural powers to conquer human illusions, the
Creator continues to provide them with intuitive ideas anyway. These ideas remain alive,
albeit asleep, awaiting release within the cul-de-sac of their consciousness. Once you
release this great power into the world, you overwhelm the illusions. You shoot the illusions
down one by one. In doing so, you learn to swim in the deep waters where there are

large manifestations of life unconnected to human limitations.
After years of living with the victim illness, some people try to rid themselves of it by
regurgitating its poison from their consciousness. They believe that by vomiting, they
have removed the poisonous thoughts from their consciousness. Unfortunately, that's
not true. Even though they promise never to eat poison again, like the drug addict, after a
while, they begin to eat new exotic dishes poisoned with human illusions. Since the new
dishes look different, they believe they're free of the poisonous illusions. However, after dining
on them for several years, they become afflicted with a new illness.
One of the great lessons you can learn from the chefs who prepare human illusions
and disguise them as new ideas is that all their dishes are laced with poison. Although these
ministers, motivational-self-help gurus, doctors, near-death advocates, and so on desire to
prepare healthy dishes, they don't have the ingredients found only in the intuitive map. So
they continue to cook by trial and error, hoping to find the right mixture that will satisfy
starving human minds. Meanwhile, they continue to kill themselves and others by
eating their own poison.
The day you decide to teach people how to become successful is the day you become
an intellectually enlightened eunuch. This is your invitation to attend the pity parties,
gatherings where you discuss the impoverished lifestyles and weaknesses of other people.
It doesn't take long to realize that an intellectually enlighten eunuch is a danger to
him or herself, and to others. Basically, an intellectually enlightened eunuch believes that
courage, perseverance, and discipline are virtues of empowerment. Whenever they
overcome human illusions, they rush to tell other people how they did it. By doing so, they
believe they're different from other people. This delusional perspective causes them
to conclude they are special messengers sent here to correct God's errors in creating
humans.
Sadly, many intellectually enlightened eunuchs who attend these pity parties become
"high" off egotism. They cloak themselves with vast knowledge about past societies,
religions, governments, and claims of spiritual ordination, which qualifies them to claim
they are "saved." Now they are able to quote the teachings of the Bible, the Koran, Jesus,
Mohammed, Buddha, Krishna, and other special people. Some of them recite their
teachings with such fervor and conviction that it's almost impossible to believe they don't
know what they are talking about.
When you search for the intuitive map among human illusions, it is natural to become
confused. The truth about you is whatever you believe it to be. If you believe the Creator
is limited to having only one Son or one Messenger, then that is what you believe to be true. It
does not, however, mean that it is a universal truth or has anything to do with you and your

relationship with the Creator.
Sometimes we become confused about who we are because we are changing our
beliefs, conditioning our thoughts to function in a new, higher level of awareness. I call
this new awareness God Access Process, or GAP, consciousness. GAP consciousness is
a transitional state of consciousness one enters into after several years of disciplined
self-discovery. You enter into GAP consciousness when you become
uncomfortable being victimized by human illusions.
One of the primary functions of GAP consciousness is orienting your thoughts to
receive and interpret intuitive responses coming from the Creator of all possibilities. While
you're in this state of consciousness, you have the power to function either as a victim or as
an empowered person. This is possible because you are continuously receiving
information from both energy fields, which produces confusion.
While you are in GAP consciousness, you envision new intuitive ideas that seem alien to
other people. These ideas separate you from the human illusions. Even though many people
feel victimized by illusions, they believe you are different, special. You are accepted as a
special messenger from the Creator. Some begin to quote you, while others seek power
from your words, and some ask you about the source of your power. Whenever these
people are in your presence, they lower themselves to a lesser position of power. And
if you are new to GAP consciousness, you might perceive yourself as greater than the
people seeking answers from you.
Many people who enter into GAP consciousness are able to accomplish great feats. Their
accomplishments seem to elevate them above human illusions. And since most people tend
to worship the ideas of others, it is natural for them to marvel at anything that appears to
be new. From this perspective, they perceive human technology, New Age religion,
and medicinal drugs as empowerment creations rather than human illusions.
Even though GAP consciousness is a transitional state of awareness, those who enter
into it can never return to their former lives. You will remain at this level of awareness for
the rest of your life unless you discover the map that leads to the Creator of all
possibilities. Although you cannot achieve authentic empowerment in GAP consciousness, you
can achieve what humans refer to as a sainthood consciousness.
GAP consciousness is not user-friendly; it has its own philosophy. It responds
equally to both rational and intuitive ideas. The Creator allows GAP consciousness to
exist so we can return to our original awareness of being empowered. Fortunately, GAP
consciousness ignores all human descriptions and laws. This means anyone who is
willing to change his or her beliefs, even people born with physical and psychological
limitations, has a place reserved for them in GAP consciousness. If you desire to claim your

place, you must be willing to lose yourself (illusions) and find yourself (empowerment).
When you can do this, you will know how to create the Heaven on earth that many
people are expecting Jesus or someone else to create for them.
All that is basically required of you to enter into GAP consciousness is to first examine
your life, accept the intuitive process, and then seek your purpose for being in human form. I
know this sounds simplistic. It also sounds easy. Yet the way to empowerment is simple
and easy. You discover this when you release the beliefs that cause you to struggle and fight
to be a victim.
Once you enter into GAP consciousness, your beliefs automatically change. Simple
things you did as a victim now become difficult. This seeming contradiction is nothing more
than you discovering alternative ways to express yourself. You learn to live without
anger, fear, and self-doubts, and to trust the intuitive process. So you naturally relinquish
the paranoia, deception, and egotistical behavior acquired from years of fighting with
human illusions. This is what causes the discomfort, not the pure, untainted intuitive
ideas.
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